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The Persian Gulf is like a tinderbox and explosion of
the first firecracker can lead to a huge disaster.”

The US is also struggling to piece together an inter-
national coalition to protect cargo ships travelling
through the Strait of Hormuz, with allies concerned about
being dragged into conflict with Iran. Even as a series of
ships have been seized in the narrow maritime thorough-
fare-vital for the world’s supply of crude - European
countries have been reticent about a US plan to send in
military escorts. 

Yesterday, Australia became the latest ally seeming to
give the plan a wide berth. Australian defense minister
Linda Reynolds told the visiting US secretaries of state
and defense that their “very serious” and “complex”
request would be given “very serious consideration” - but
stopped short of offering a full response. “We are deeply
concerned by the heightened tensions in the region. And
we strongly condemn the attacks on shipping in the Gulf
of Oman,” said Reynolds.

“But we will ultimately, as we always do, decide what is
in our own sovereign interests,” she told Mike Pompeo
and the newly confirmed Pentagon chief Mark Esper who
was on his maiden overseas trip. “And we’ll certainly dis-
cuss this issue during our ministerial consultations, but
again, no decision has yet been made.”

Washington floated the idea of a naval coalition in June,
after multiple attacks on ships in the Gulf, which the
United States had blamed on Iran - but which Tehran
denies. The plan was to have each country provide a mili-
tary escort for their ships, with US military providing a
security backstop, monitoring the zone of operations and
providing command and control. Asked by a reporter
about the lack of enthusiasm from Australia, Pompeo was
characteristically combative and insisted he was “very
confident that we will have a global coalition”. “There’s
lots of conversations taking place, amongst all the coun-
tries, as with Australia,” he said.

Esper, meanwhile, said the United States had gotten
“various degrees of response”, adding “I think there’ll be

some announcements coming out in the coming days”.
Referencing the prospect of European-only cooperation,
Esper plaid down a bifurcation of effort. “I think the pur-
pose remains the same whether it’s an operation conduct-
ed under the United States command and control, or con-
ducted by somebody else, a European partnership. “I
think both fulfill the same purpose, a unity of effort with
regard to ensuring freedom of navigation.”

Paris, Berlin and London plan to coordinate and share
information in the Gulf to reinforce maritime security, but
without deploying additional assets, according to French
Defense Minister Florence Parly. “We are trying to organ-
ize ourselves as Europeans, but one thing is certain: our
actions will have only one objective, to lower current ten-
sions and defend our interests,” she said.

Germany has distanced itself from a military operation
in the Strait of Hormuz, considering it could hinder
European efforts to reach a diplomatic solution with Iran.
German government spokeswoman Ulrike Demmer said
last week said the focus should be on “diplomacy and de-
escalation” amid a spike in tensions between the UK and
Iran. Declaring the German government “reluctant” to get
involved in the US plan she said that “participation in a
US-led mission could complicate this issue, even as of
course we share the goal of freedom of navigation.”
Britain has responded to the seizure of a UK tanker in
June by announcing it would escort British-flagged ships
and send a second warship to the region.

On the diplomatic front, officials in Iran said Foreign
Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif had been hit with US
sanctions after turning down an invitation to meet Trump
in Washington. The New Yorker magazine reported on
Friday that Republican Senator Rand Paul met Zarif in
the US on July 15 and had Trump’s blessing when he
extended an invitation to the Iranian minister to go to the
White House. Officials in Iran confirmed the report and
heaped scorn on the Trump administration for claiming
to want dialogue with Iran while slapping sanctions on
its top diplomat.

The sanctions announced on Wednesday are aimed
at freezing any of Zarif’s assets in the United States or
controlled by US entities, as well as squeeze his ability
to function as a globe-trotting diplomat. “For a govern-
ment to constantly claim (to favor) negotiations and
afterwards sanction the foreign minister... if this is not
ridiculous, then what is it?” said foreign ministry
spokesman Ali Rabiei. — Agencies 
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The manifesto posted shortly before the shooting
started also praises the killing of 51 Muslims at two
mosques in Christchurch, New Zealand in March and the
person who wrote it indicated they expected to die in the
shooting. Prosecutors in Texas said they would seek the
death penalty, and a federal official said that investigators
are treating the El Paso shooting as a case of domestic
terrorism. As the country stood aghast over its latest
spasm of gun violence, Trump ordered flags flown at half-
mast for five days.

At the Walmart, terrified shoppers cowered in aisles or
ran out of the store as gunfire echoed. Vanessa Saenz, a
Walmart shopper, said the El Paso shooter was wearing a
black T-shirt, cargo pants and ear protectors. She said it
looked like he was “dancing”. People near the shooter
became cornered, and Saenz said she recalls him raising
his rifle, aiming at them and shooting. “The one thing I’ll
never forget is the way he walked into Walmart, very con-
fident. He was on a mission and that’s when it hit me,”
Saenz told ABC News Radio.

These were the 250th and 251st mass shootings this
year in the US, according to the Gun Violence Archive, an
NGO. It defines mass shooting as an incident in which at
least four people are wounded or killed in a shooting. The
two shootings ended a particularly tragic week for gun
violence in America: three people died in a shooting at a
food festival last Sunday in California, and two more died
Tuesday at a shooting in a Walmart in Mississippi.

On Twitter Trump described the El Paso attack as “an
act of cowardice”. Yesterday morning he tweeted again
saying “God bless the people of El Paso Texas. God bless
the people of Dayton, Ohio.” But critics hit hard at Trump,
saying his custom of speaking in derogatory terms about
immigrants is pushing hatred of foreigners into the politi-
cal mainstream and encouraging white supremacist think-

ing that encourages violence.
“To pretend that his administration and the hateful

rhetoric it spreads doesn’t play a role in the kind of vio-
lence that we saw yesterday in El Paso is ignorant at best
and irresponsible at worst,” said the Southern Poverty
Law Center, a major civil rights group. It cited Trump
actions like calling Mexican migrants rapists and drug
dealers and doing nothing when a crowd at a Trump rally
chanted “send her back” in reference to a Somali-born
congresswoman.

The Republican mayor of El Paso seemed to discount
any race element to the Texas shooting, saying the gun-
man was disturbed. “He was deranged, he was evil... Pure
evil as far as I can characterize it,” Dee Margo told Fox
News. Trump’s chief of staff, Nick Mulvaney, echoed this
saying both shooters were sick people and “no politician
is to blame for that”. “This cancer, this difficulty that we
face as a nation predates this administration by many,
many years,” Mulvaney told ABC News.

But Democratic presidential hopefuls said Trump
bears some of the blame for violence like this. Beto
O’Rourke, who lives in El Paso and used to represent
Texas in Congress, said there is now an environment of
open racism in the US. “And we see it from our com-
mander-in-chief. He is encouraging this,” O’Rourke told
CNN. “He doesn’t just tolerate it, he encourages it, calling
immigrants rapists and criminals and seeking to ban all
people of one religion. Folks are responding to this.” US
Senator Bernie Sanders also took Trump to task. “We
must come together as a nation to reject this dangerous
and growing culture of bigotry espoused by Trump and
his allies,” he said late on Saturday. 

The White House cannot shirk its responsibility in
shaping the public discourse, said Mayor Pete
Buttigieg of South Bend, Indiana. “There’s no question
that white nationalism is condoned at the highest levels
of our government,” he told “Fox News Sunday”. “He’s
spoken about immigrants as being invaders. He’s given
license for this toxic brew of white supremacy to fester
more and more in this country, and we’re seeing the
results of that,” presidential candidate Julian Castro,
the former Democratic mayor of San Antonio, said on
ABC’s “This Week”. — Agencies 
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Crowds of jubilant Sudanese gathered outside the
hall, chanting “blood for blood, our government is civil-
ian” and “revolution, revolution”. In the Bahari district
of north Khartoum, dozens were chanting “this country
is ours and the government is civilian” as drivers
honked their horns in celebration. In the city of
Omdurman, hundreds were clapping, chanting and
dancing to drum beats. 

A formal signing with foreign dignitaries in atten-
dance is to take place on Aug 17, another protest leader,
Monzer Abu Al-Maali, told AFP. On the same day, Bashir
is due to go on trial on corruption charges. The next
day, the generals and protest leaders are to announce
the composition of the new transitional civilian-majority
ruling council, Abu Al-Maali said. “The prime minister
will be named on August 20 and cabinet members on
August 28,” he said, adding that the sovereign council
and cabinet would meet for the first time on Sept 1.

The talks had been repeatedly interrupted by deadly
violence against demonstrators who have kept up rallies
to press for civilian rule. Talks were suspended for weeks
after men in military uniform broke up a long-running
protest camp outside army headquarters in Khartoum on
June 3, killing at least 127 people, according to doctors
close to the protest movement. The movement has laid
most of the blame on the powerful Rapid Support Forces
(RSF) paramilitary group, commanded by Daglo.

Protest leaders say the accord calls for an investiga-

tion into protest-related violence which, according to
protest-linked doctors, has cost more than 250 lives
since December. Under yesterday’s deal, RSF paramili-
taries are to be integrated into the army’s chain of com-
mand. Omar Hussein, a protester waving the Sudanese
flag outside the negotiations hall, was overjoyed by the
signing.  “Now we can tell the martyrs that their blood
was not wasted,” he said. 

Ibtisam Al-Sanhouri, a legal affairs negotiator for the
protest movement, said the constitutional declaration
clears the way for a parliamentary system with a civil-
ian prime minister. She said the protest movement
would have 201 of 300 seats in parliament and the pre-
mier, to be confirmed by the new sovereign council. The
document touches on a peace deal agreed with three
armed groups last month in Addis Ababa, protest
leader Babiker Faisal said. These groups had spent
years fighting Bashir’s government forces in the states
of Darfur, Blue Nile and South Kordofan. “A compre-
hensive peace conference is planned to take place
within six months of the transitional period,” he added. 

Sudan’s Arab neighbors hailed the long-awaited
deal. Egypt said it was “a significant step on the right
track”, while the Saudi foreign ministry welcomed it as
“a quantum leap that will transition Sudan to stability
and security”. In the United Arab Emirates, minister of
state for foreign affairs Anwar Gargash said Sudan’s
transition to civilian rule “turns the page” on Bashir and
his Islamist allies.

Yesterday, Ethiopian mediator Mahmoud Drir told
reporters the deal would see Sudan removed from the
United States’ blacklist as a state sponsor of terrorism.
The country has been on the State Department’s list
since 1993 over its alleged support of Islamist militants,
a designation that has damaged the country’s economy
and severely impeded foreign investment. — AFP 
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“I was almost at my limits - there was still enough
fuel in my pack for another 10 km or so. Maybe I could
have done five or six,” Zapata said later at a press con-
ference back in Sangatte. “People are passionate about
this, everyone dreams about flying,” he said, recalling his
fascination with the hoverboard in the 1985 hit movie
“Back to the Future”, set in 2015. “And then 2015 came
around, and there were still no hoverboards, so we said
‘OK, we’re going to do it’.”

Zapata, a 40-year-old former jet-ski champion, made
his first attempt on July 25, to coincide with the 110th
anniversary of Louis Bleriot’s historic first crossing of
the Channel by plane. But he had to be fished from the
water after failing to land on a boat to refuel - his back-
pack carries some 35 kg of kerosene, enough to keep
him aloft for around 10 minutes. Asked if he considered
himself Bleriot’s successor, Zapata told BFM television:
“It’s not really comparable, he was one of the first men
to fly. Let’s just say that I achieved my dream.”

This time the refuelling boat was bigger and had a larg-
er landing area, and French navy vessels in the area kept an
eye out in case of trouble. Zapata said he and his team had
worked around to clock to repair the hoverboard and its
five turbines after it was damaged from falling in the
Channel waters 10 days ago. 

Zapata has been working on the hoverboard for the
past three years, despite losing parts of two fingers during
its maiden flight in his garage near Marseille, when they
got sucked into the turbines. He already holds the Guinness
World Record for the farthest hoverboard flight, a 2.2-km
trip over the Mediterranean Sea in April 2016. No
Guinness adjudicator was on hand for the latest Channel
attempt, though a spokeswoman said he could still be
awarded a new record if the trip meets its guidelines.

Zapata burst into the spotlight at this year’s July 14
Bastille Day military parade in Paris, where he buzzed
above a crowd of stunned onlookers that included
French President Emmanuel Macron. His device has also
captured the attention of the French defense ministry,
which in December gave Zapata’s company, Z-AIR, a
Ä1.3 million ($1.4 million) development grant, in particu-
lar for improving the turbines. “It’s not the return of the
‘Avengers’, it’s a reality. Bravo Franky Zapata,” Defense
Minister Florence Parly tweeted after Zapata’s feat.

Zapata eventually hopes to soar into the clouds at
altitudes well above the 15 to 20 m currently - something
that will require him to figure out how to carry a para-
chute, guidance equipment and possibly an oxygen tank.
But he is aiming even higher: This year he hopes to unveil
a 10-turbine flying car that would be easy enough for
anyone to pilot, without requiring the physical strength
and long hours of practice to master the flyboard. “We
expect to have the authorizations for test flights in the
coming days,” he said back in Sangatte, adding that it
would initially have a range of 100-120 km. “We’re going
to take a bit of holiday... and then the whole team will get
back to work so it’s ready on time.” — AFP 
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A Pakistani camel vendor arrives along with his camels at the animal market set up for Eid Al-Adha in Lahore yesterday. — AFP 


